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1. A DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL PROBLEM 

(Based on a note received from Dr. C. den Heyer, Philips; November 7, 1985). 
The model problem is the convection-diffusion equation 

Pr = (µa- 1px +ppt/;x}x, XE/ = [O,xe], t>O, 

with the initial condition 

p(x,O) = 1020
, xE/, 

and the boundary conditions 

p(O,t) = 1020
, t>O, 

px(xe,t) = 0, t>O. 

The parameter values are 

µ = 500, a = 38.6, Xe 

and I/; = t/;(x) satisfies 

tf;x(x) = 0, x = 0,Xe • 

10-3, 

tf;x(0.5xe - x) = tf;x(O.Sxe + x), (symmetry around x =xe/2) 

Note NM-N8602 
Centre for ~athematics and Computer Science 
P.O. Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

(I.la) 

(I.lb) 

(I.le) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 
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1h(x)E[O, 105] for x El. 

The following functions lf!x have been suggested: 

0 
0 

I II 

The problem (1.1) is known to possess a solution of exponential type, in particular sharp layers 
occur. In an attempt to annihilate most of the exponential layers, one often considers a transforma
tion of variables p~<t> (in the general semi-conductor equation, <f> is the quasi-Fermilevel for holes) 

p = n;ea(<J>-t/J) , 

where, in our example, n; is a constant given by 

n; = 1.210 10 . 

The equation (l.la), i.e., 

p, = Jx with J = µa-IPx + /IPlftx' 

then transforms into 

pa(<[>1 -l/t1) = Jx with J = /l{Jc/>x · 

or, as here If!, = 0 , 

(l.4a) 

(l.4b) 

pa</>1 = lx with J = µp</>x and p = n;ea(<J>-tf,) . (1.5) 

So this equation, with the given boundary and initial conditions, replaces (I.la). It is expected that 
the solution <[> is easier to approximate than the solution p in (l.la). Note that (1.5) is strongly non
Iinear. One of the points to be examined is to find whether the anticipated expectation on the 
transformation (l.4a) comes out numerically. The following lemma plays a role here: 

LEMMA. Let p,p and<[>,</> be any given two solutions (corresponding to two different initial functions). 
Then, at any point (x,t) of interest, 

li=E.lo;;;;;t: <=> lcP-<PI o;;;;;.l(t:+O(;)), t:~o. 
P a 

(1.6) 

PROOF. From equation (l.4a) we find 

i=E_ = e"'<;-<1>> - I . (1.7) 
p 

Now consider the condition leaa ~ llo;;;;;t:,a EIR. If a;;;a.O, this holds iff e"'0 o;;;;;I +t: or ao;;;;;a- 1log(l +t:)= 
a- 1(t:+O(t:2 )). If ao;;;;;O, the condition holds iff <0 ;;;;.I-t: which is equivalent to aa;;;;olog(l-t:) or 
lalo;;;;;-a- 1log(l-t:)=a- 1(t:+O(;)). If we replace q,-q, in (1.6), (1.7) by the real number a, the proof 
is complete. D 

This lemma shows that a perturbation of <[> in the usual absolute sense causes a perturbation in p in 
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a relative sense. Numerically it means that if we work in (1[;,cp) variables and require relative errors in 

p less than £ (this seems natural asp mostly is extremely large), that then an absolute error in cp is 
required less than d a. In the numerical investigation of the use of the transformation (l.4a), the 
above observation must be reckoned with. 

2. THE SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION (cf. den Heyer's note) 
We introduce the nonequidistant grid 

Ah = {xj:xo = O,xj+I = Xj + hj (i=O(l)m), Xm+I = Xe}. 

For convenience later on we write lf;'=lf;x· At x=xj we consider the following discretization of 
(recall that p1 =Jx). 

Jx -(Jux- 1Px + µpl[;')x · 

At xj,Jx is replaced by its discrete counterpart 

Jj+'h -Jj-'h 

(hj + hj -1/2 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

so that, for j = l(l)m, the semi-discrete equations are (capital P is the semi-discrete approximation for 

p) 

faj = Ju··h-Jj-'h. (2.3) 
(hj+hj-1)12 

The next step is to express Jj±'hin terms of Pj±l •Pj. This is done in a special way (Scharfetter
Gummel, exponential fitting [4, 5]). 

Consider the equation 

J = µa- 1Px + µplf;' (2.4) 

on the interval [xj,xj+d· We approximate (2.4) on [xj,Xj+d by 

Jj+'h = µa- 1Px + µl[;'j+'hP (Jj+i;,,lf;'j+'h are constant) 

and now integrate this equation analytically on [xj,xj + i]. We write 

Jj+'haµ-1 = Px + alf;'j+'hP 

which in tum is rewritten to 

Jj+'haµ-leai/t'i+• x = (eai/t',+, xP)x. 

Integration yields 

Jj+'h [emVi.- x]~+1 = [ero/11,. xp]~·• , 
µl[;'j+'h 

which is the same as (we already use the semi-discrete notation for p) 

Jj+'h [eai/t'i,.x]~ = [erofli,.hip. -P·] 
.ll u J +I J • 

µ'I' j+'h 

(2.5) 
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Finally, we get 

and, likewise, 

( m//;-• h;-•p.-p. ) e J 1-I 
JJ. - 'h = JL1/1'1· - 'h 

(eaf';-• h;-1 - l) 

Before inserting these expressions into (2.3) we still modify them slightly by replacing 

tf/j+'h-:::::.flif!j+'hfhj, fli/Jj+'h = o/j+1 -i[!j. 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

(2.6c) 

It has turned out that this yields a somewhat better shock positioning and, furthermore, this replace
ment naturally occurs if we derive the semi-discretization of the transformed system (1.5). Thus we 
find 

µ.flo/j +'h (eaAf;+• Pj + 1 - Pj) 

hj (eaAf1 +11 - l) 
(2.6a') 

and, likewise, 

A,f, ( aAf;-•p -P ) fLl..).'l'j-'h e j j-1 

hj-1 (eaAf;-•-1) 
(2.6b') 

These expressions are substituted into (2.3) to obtain 

. 2 
Pj = (h h ) (Ajj-lpj-1 + Ajjpj + Ajj+1Pj+1), 

1+ j-1 
(2.7) 

where 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

A .. = _ µflo/j+'h (eaAf1+11 -1)-1 _ µflif!j-'h (eaAf1-11 -l)-1eaAf1 -v. , (2.8c) 
]] hj hj-1 

andj=l(l)m. For j=l we insert the known left boundary value for P0(t) (cf. (I.le)). For j=m we 
have to incorporate the right boundary condition Px(xe,t)=O. We insert the simple replacement 
Pm + 1 =Pm. Hence, we then arrive at the continuous time, semi-discrete system 

p = AP + B' t>O' P(O) given, (2.9) 

with A the (non-symmetric) m Xm-matrix formed above (recall the change for the first and last row 
due to boundary conditions) and B them-vector 

2 
B = [ h h A 10Po(t), 0, ... ,of. (2.10) 

o+ I 

Since P 0(t) is a constant B is independent of t. 

REMARKS I 0 
• Note that when afli[!> >I we have, approximately a forward difference in space 

(A jj _ 1 -:::::::.0). If afli[!< < - I we have approximately a backward difference in space (A jj + 1 -:::::::.0). This 
means the scheme is adapted (locally) to the stream direction. 
2° In case alli[!-:::::::.0, the expressions (2.8) must be rewritten in order to avoid cancellation or zero 
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division. The largest possible value for a!lt[; is 3,860,000h. This value must lie in the exponent range 
of our Cyber. We get no difficulties if 5h < <xe = 10-3 • D 

We next consider the (tf;,4') formulation, i.e., the transformation (l.4a). Following the note of C. den 
Heyer, we work the transformation directly into the semi-discretization (2.9) rather than starting from 
scratch with (1.5). Note that the semi-discrete variable for 4'(xj,t),4>j say, satisfies 

and thus (tf; is here independent oft) 

Pj = aPj4'j. 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Now consider the equation (2.3), with Jj±'h given by (2.6a'b'). Let us take Jj+'h· We rewrite its 
expression to 

µa!ltf;j+'h (eaA>/11+• -P/Pj+t) 
Jj+'h P·+1 ahj (eaA>/11+• -1) J • 

(2.13) 

Substituting Pj/Pj+t =exp(a(<Pj-<Pj+t)- a(t[;j-tf;j+t)) then leads to 

J _ µJ'j+I a!ltf;j+'h (l-e -aA~1 .,) 
j+'h - ahj 1-e -aA>/11+• ' 

(2.14a) 

where !lt/Jj+'h =tf;j+t -t[;j, !l<I>j+'h = <Pj+t -<I>j. Likewise we get 

J _ µJ'j a!lt/Jj-'h (l- -aA~i-•) 
·-i;, -- - e . 

J ahj-1 1-e aA>/11-• 
(2.14b) 

Substitution of (2.12), (2.14 ah) into (2.3) yields the semi-discretization for the (tf;,4')-formulation: 

q,
1
. = 2 (y(lly(2) (ea(~1 +1 -~1) -1) + y(ll_ (ea<~1-• -~1> -1)) 

(hj+hj-J) J J . 1 I ' 
(2.15) 

where 

II. At/;;· + 'h A·'· 
y(I) = _i::__ ' y~2) = e -a 'YJH 

J ahj 1-e -aA>/11+• 
(2.16) 

We emphasize that the semi-discrete solutions P/t) of system (2.7) and 4'/t) of system (2.15) are 
completely identical via relation (2.11 ). 

REMARKS 1. If !ltf;j - 'h ~o the danger of cancellation or even zero division arises. In this case we 
must rewrite the expression z/(1-e-z), z~O. 

2. In the derivation above it has been taciily assumed that the differences !lt[; are nonnegative, which 
in our example is always true since t::.t[;~htf;' and t[;';;i.O (seep. 2). However, in situations where tf;'<O 
it is recommended to use the alternative expression for J which arises by dividing through Pj in equa
tion (2.13). Otherwise the transformation may "kill" the expressions for J since z/(1-e-z) will 
nearly vanish for z < < - 1. 

3. An interesting_point to notice is that the semi-discrete system (2.15) is stable in / 00
, i.e., any two 

solutions 4> and 4> (corresponding to two different initial functions) satisfy the usual stability inequal
ity 

- -
ll<P(t +T)-4'(! +r)ll 00 :;;;; i14'(t)-4'(t)ll 00 , 'tit, 'T ;;a.O. (2.17) 

This can be seen by computing the Jacobian matrix of this system and, subsequently, by observing 
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that the logarithmic matrix norm µ00 satisfies 

µ00 .;;;;o, 'v''l>,4>eRm . (2.18) 

Application of the backward Euler scheme to (2.15) then guarantees unconditional (any T>O) numeri
cal stability in / 00

• These results on stability are extensively discussed in [2], Sections 1.5, 2.4. 0 

3. SOME REMARKS ON A RELEVANT CONSERVATION LAW 

Consider the integral (conservation of charge integral) 

x, 

c(t) = J p(x,t)dx . 
0 

One is interested in a correct simulation in time of 

x, 

c(t) = j (µa- 1Px + µpt/;x)xdx=µa- 1px+µp1flxl~' = -µa- 1px(O,t). 
0 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

It follows that if px(O,t)=O, we have conservation of charge or, in mathematical terms, conservation 
in / 1• In passing we note that if px(O,t);;;a.O, the PDE problem is stable in / 1• 

For the semi-discrete PDE we consider the quadrature approximation C(t) of c(t) given by 

m h·+h._ 1 
C(t) = ~ ( / 1 

) Pj(t) (3.3) 
j=I 2 

for which 

• m 
C(t) = ~ (Ajj-IPj-1 + Ajjpj + Ajj+IPj+I). 

j=I 

Using Aj-lj+Ajj+ Aj+lj=O for all j (zero column sum), a simple calculation yields 

C(t) = (A10Po-Ao1P1) + (Amm+1Pm+1-Am+1mPm) 

=(A 10Po-Ao1P1) + (Amm+i -Am+lm)Pm 

since Pm+ 1 =Pm (discrete von Neumann condition). We note that 

A _ A _ flt/;m +'h ( atl.i/lm+• -1)-1 ( aLl.i/lm.- - l)- flt[;m +1
h 

mm +I m +Im - µ h e e - µ h 
m m 

In conclusion, if Llt/;m + 112 =O, and this is true for the functions if;' under examination, then 

C(t) =A 10Po-Ao1P1. 

If Llt/;i;, = 0, then A 01 - A 10 = 0 (as above for Amm + 1 - Am +Im) and we may write 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

C(t) = A10(Po-P1). (3.7) 

As Llt/;1;, = 0, there holds 

flt/;1;, l 2 2 -I I I 
A 10 =µho (atlt/;i;, + 2a (Llt/;i;,) + · · ·) =µa- h0 , 

so that, finally, 

C(t) = -µa- 1(P 1(t)-P0 (t))!h 0 • (3.8) 

This result is in agreement with (3.2) for the fully continuous problem. It follows that if P 0(t)= P 1 (t) 
(this condition can be enforced in the scheme in case of a von Neumann condition at x =O) that then 
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the semi-discretization conserves the quantity C(t) given by (3.3) exactly. In our tests attention will be 
paid as to how well C(t) will be approximated. In this connection we emphasize that in the (l/t,<f>)
formulation the above derivation does not apply. 

4. A DISCUSSION OF THE POINTS TO BE INVESTIGATED 

(This section reproduces the proposal made by us to Dr. W. Schilders, Philips, at Dec. 18, 1985). 

For the time-integration of the two semi-discretizations ((l/t,p)-formulation and (l/t,<f>)-formulation) 
we will employ the familiar backward Euler scheme (notation y = f(t,y)) 

yn+I = Yn + Tj(tn+l>Yn+I) (4.1) 

and the second-order combination of TR and BDF 2 

l l _r,;: 
Yn +y = Yn + 2YT/(tnyn) + 2YT/(tn +yYn +y), Y = 2- V 2 (4.2) 

-1 ('\/-1)2 -v-1 
yn+I = yn+y +L yn + ...J__;;_Tj(tn+IYn+I) 

y(y-2) y(y-2) y-2 

proposed in [l]. Note that (4.2) is a diagonally implicit RK scheme. 
The following points will be specifically investigated by numerical experimentation: 

1°. Does the use of the more complicated (l/t,<f>)-formulation pay off in terms of accuracy/efficiency 
and computation of C(t)? 

2°. Which of the two schemes (4.1), (4.2) performs better, for both the (l/t,p) and (l/t,<f>)-formulation? 
3°. Is it possible to correct for the anticipated loss of accuracy in the computation of C(t), when 

using the (l/t,<f>)-formulation, in a simple and not too expensive way (this point will be considered 
only if it seems relevant enough in relation to I 0 an.cl 2°)? 

Clearly, the above questions must be considered for semi-discretizations with a small enough spatial 
error. Because the solutions of three of the problems (1.1) are not known in advance, we must first 
determine the grids on which the fully continuous solutions can be represented up to a reasonable 
accuracy by the semi-discrete ones. For this purpose we shall employ the BDF code GEARB [3] (in a 
slightly adapted version). 

5. THE NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION 

The numerical investigation has been restricted to the set of 4 problems introduced in Section I. The 
corresponding lft functions are 

Problem I: l/t(x) = c 

{

c · ,xE[0,l/3xe] 

Problem II: l/t(x) = c + 10\x -1/3 Xe), x E[l/3 Xe,213 Xe] 

c+ l/3 }Q5xe , XE[2/3 Xe,Xe] 

c , XE[0,l/3 Xe] 

c+I05((3xlxe-2)x+113 Xe) , X E[l/3 Xe, l/2 Xe] 

{

c , x E[O, l/3 Xe] 

Problem IV: l/t(x) = c+ 105(((-12xlxe + 18)xlxe-8)x + 10/9 Xe), XE[l/3 Xe, 213 Xe] 

c+2/9 105 xe , XE[2/3 Xe,Xe] 
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Here c is an arbitrary constant which does not enter into the PDE (only o/x contributes). Hence prob
lem I reads p1 =µa- 1Pxx together with the initial and boundary conditions specified in Section I. Its 
solution is p(x,t)-1020 so that only problems II-IV remain to be dealt with. However, despite its 
triviality, problem I is of some interest from a numerical point of view in connection with the threat 
of round-off. We shall discuss this in Section 5.1. The remaining subsections shall then only deal with 
problems II-IV. 

5.1. Some remarks on round-off 
Consider the constant coefficient, linear ODE problem (2.9). The backward Euler scheme for this 
problem reads 

pn+I = pn + TApn+I +TB. (5.1) 

In a practical computation A,B usually contain round-off errors. To analyse the effects of round-off 
errors, we have to consider the perturbed scheme 

Pn+I = Pn + TAPn+I +TB + Dn+I. (5.2) 

Here A,B represent the perturbed A,B and Dn+I represents errors which, e.g., may arjse in the 
numerjcal solution of the systems of linear algebraic equations. If we denote M =A -A and 
!Ji.B=B-B, and use 

(J --rA)- 1 -(J--rA)- 1 = (l--rA)- 1-r.:iA(l-TA)- 1 , (5.3) 

we obtain the following recursion for the round-off errors Pn - pn: 

;n+l _pn+I = (l-TA)- 1(P-Pn) + (J--rA)- 1-r.:iA(I--rA)-IPn + (5.4) 

(J --rA)- 1(Dn +I +T!Ji.B) + (J --rA)- 1T.:iA(l-TA)- 1-rB. 

A rigorous analysis of this recursion falls outside the scope of our report. We therefore now discuss 
the following example which is of clear relevance to our problems I-IV, and in particular to problem 
I. 

-n 
EXAMPLE. We consider only one step and set P =Pn. Furthermore, put !Ji.B =B =O (homogeneous 
problem; this is the case if we have in problems I-IV Neumann boundary conditions at both end
points) and ignore Dn +1• Recursion (5.4) is then given by 

Pn+l_pn+I = (l--rA)- 1-r.:iA(l-TA)- 1Pn, (5.5) 

and hence 

llPn+l _pn+l110() ~ ll(J--rA)- 111·11-rMll · ll(J-TA)- 1 11 • llPnllO(). (5.6) 0() 0() 0() 

For A we take 

-1 

-2 
(5.7) 

1 -2 
-1 mXm 

which is exactly the finite difference matrix of problem I if we replace its Dirichlet boundary condi
tion p(O,t)= 1020 by the Neumann condition px(O,t)=O, and discretize it in the same way as at the 
right endpoint x =xe. There holds (see [2], Section 1.5, 2.4) 

(5.8) 
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so that, for all '1">0, 

ll(/-'TA)- 1
11 00 .;;;;l, ll(/-'TA)- 1

11 00 .;;;; l-'Tll~lloo' 'TllMlloo<l. (5.9) 

This simplifies (5.6) to 

llp-n+l - pn+lll ,.;;::: TllMlloo II nil 
00 

.._.,, 1-'TllM lloo P 00 
• 

(5.10) 

Next suppose that '11 is the machine precision (for our Cyber, '11~10- 14 ), i.e., the entries a;1,aij of A,A 
satisfy 

(5.11) 

For matrix (5.7) we thus have llM 11 00 .;;;;4'1lah - 2 , so that, finally, we arrive at the round-off error ine
quality 

11-pn+l_pn+lll~.;::: 77J<1 llPnll - 4ah-2 'T"rt<J<l 
w - 00' (1 - ' •• , • 

1-'T'll<J 
(5.12) 

The following lemma shows that if we allow arbitrary perturbations M, the inequality (5.12) is sharp. 

LEMMA. It is possible to have equality in (5.12). 

PROOF. Let pn =ce,e =[l, · · · , If, c>O a constant (ce is, e.g., the (steady state) solution of problem 
I). Let M =D 1AD2 with 

D 1 = ; v:;}diag(2,-l,I, · · · ,-1,2), D 2 = v:;}diag(-1,1,-1, · · · ,-1), (5.13) 

where it is supposed that_m is odd. There holds Ae=O, and Ae=Me=11<Je where <J=4ah-2
• Hence 

e is an eigenvector for A,A and M. By using (5_.5) it then directly follows that 

Pn+l _pn+l = 77J<1 ce 
1-'T'll(J ' 

(5.14) 

which proves the lemma. D 

From the above we may conclude that (after one step) the relative error in pn + 1, due to round-off in 
A, may be as large as 'T'11<1l{l-'T'11<1). Since the entries in A may be extremely large, say about 1010, this 
relative error may also become quite large. For example (cf. problem I), 

500 x 
a = µJa = 38.6 'h = 5~ 'Xe = 10-3 ''11 = 10-14 (5.15) 

yields 

77J<1 - , 1.310-) 'T 
·- ---- ~ l.310-''T. (5.16) 

1-'T'll<J 1-1.310-''T 

In our applications 'T is always below 10-7 so that the relative error due to round-off will play no 
role. However, for marching to steady state calculations, where 'T is usually taken larger, the above 
analysis could be relevant. Computations with the (trivial) problem I have confirmed this. 
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5.2. The semi-discrete solutions (for problems II-IV) 
For comparing the integration formulas (4.1), (4.2) we need accurate reference solutions of the semi
discretizations (2.9) and (2.15) for a suitable space grid. Note that if <l>j(t ), I ~j ~m, has been com
puted, Pj(t) is also known via relation (2.11). Since <I> is better scaled over the domain of interest we 
work here in <I>-variable. The reference solutions were computed with the well-known code GEARB [3] 
(BDF formulas of order 1 to 5) using tolerance values TOL=l0-8,10- 10• For all the experiments 
discussed in this section, this has resulted in an absolute difference in <I>j (for these two TOL values) 
of less than 10-6 • We note that this is more than sufficient for our aim, even when taking into 
account the implication of the lemma in Section I (we discuss this point later). The accuracy range of 
interest for Pj is, in the relative sense, approximately 1 % to 10%. 

In order to select a suitable space grid - such that Pj(t) represent p(xj,t) reasonably well - we 
started with a uniform space grid of size h =xe/50, and simply doubled the number of points until we 
found a maximal relative difference between values on two successive grids of approximately 1 % for 
all selected output points. These output points are t = 10- 12(* 10)10-7 • It turned out, for all three 
problems, that our 1 % - criterion was satisfied when comparing solutions for 400 and 800 grid points. 
There upon we have determined, again for three problems, one fixed non-uniform grid consisting of 
146 points. This non-uniform grid was constructed by trial and error such that, when compared with 
the values on the uniform grid with 800 points, our error criterion of I% was (approximately) 
satisfied. The grid points of the final non-uniform grid are given in Appendix 1. Note that around the 
points xlxe = 1/3, 1/2,2/3 the grid is finer. This is to be expected, of course, in view of the form of 
the functions i¥x (see Section I). However, during the experiments we also found it necessary to refine 
near x =O (the outflow boundary) and x =xe (isolated). 

Summarizing, using GEARB we have computed accurate reference ODE solutions at the output 
times t = 10- 12(* 10) 10-7 • These solutions correspond to the non-uniform grid given in Appendix 1. 
For problem II we made plots of the solution, both for the P and <I> variable, with P and t on loga
rithmic scale. Figures 5. la, 5. lb and 5. lc show the P-solution from three different sides. Since the 
(relative) errors in space are bounded by approximately I%, one may interprete these plots as the 
solution of the PDE. Observe that the solution· shows a shock-like behaviour (internal layer in space 
and time). The large variation starts if t approaches 10-8 • We note that numerically a steady state is 
reached within the interval 10- 7 ~t~10-6 • Also observe that in our domain of interest 
(O~x~l0-3 , O~t~l0-1 )minj(Pj) and maxj(Pj) vary approximately between 1<>5 and 1020 , which 
shows that relative error measuring in P is necessary. For comparison, Figures 5.2a and 5.2b show 
the solution of the second problem in <I>. Clearly, in <I>-variable the variation is much less, which was 

. the aim of the transformation. Plots of the problems III and IV are omitted because they show a 
similar qualitative behaviour. Finally, Table 5.1 contains the (nearly) exact values C(t) given by (3.3). 
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FIGURE 5.la. The solution of problem II in (o/,p)-formulation. 
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FIGURE 5.lb. The solution of problem II in (1/1,p)-formulation. 
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FIGURE 5. lc. The solution of problem II in (o/,p )-formulation. 
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l :10.0~~~ 
~~ls ~,..,. .............................. ,..,. 

FIGURE 5.2a. The solution of problem II in (if;,<[>)-formulation. 
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TABLE 5.1 Values of C(t)*Io- 17 

Problem 

t II III IV 

0 .9946 .9946 .9946 
10-12 .9946 .9946 .9946 
10-11 .9946 .9946 .9946 
10-10 .9946 .9946 .9946 
10-9 .9648 .9701 .9685 
10-s .4279 .4487 .4427 
10-1 .3305 .3387 .3363 

We wish to conclude this section with some remarks on the feasibility of the discretization in space. 

When carrying out the computations reported here we noticed the following points: 

1°. The exponential fitting scheme gives an excellent shock positioning (also on coarser grids) 

without undershoot and overshoot and hardly any smearing of the shock. The idea of exponen

tial fitting is of clear value in this respect. 
2°. However, to reach a relative error of at most about 1 % in the domain of interest, quite a number 

of grid points must be used and, no doubt, a non-uniform grid is a prerequisite. So our impres

sion is that the performance of the exponential fitting scheme, despite the correct shock handling, 

is insufficient for the present problems in that it requires quite a number of grid points for a 

moderate accuracy. 
3°. It is advisable to refine near the boundaries x =0,xe. This improves the accuracy. 

4°. We have discretized the Neumann condition 'Px(xe,t)=O using the simple, first-order replacement 

Pm+i(t)=Pm(t). Obviously, a second-order discretization is possible. This will probably enlarge 

the accuracy somewhat. 

5.3. The integration 
As noted in Section 4 one of our tasks is to carry out a comparison between the backward Euler 

scheme (4.1) and the second-order scheme (4.2). On the basis of our experiences gained during the 

experiments with GEARB, we now consider it necessary to compare the schemes (4.1), (4.2) when pro

vided with stepsize and local error control. The semi-discretizations (2.9), (2.15) are very stiff and a 

ratio of approximately 106 between the smallest and largest steplength, used in GEARB, was observed 

in all our experiments with this code. Consequently, variable steplength is a prerequisite here and so 

we decided to implement the schemes (4.1), (4.2) that way. 

Another experience gained in Section 5.2 is that GEARB performed very well on our semi-discrete 

PDE, and so the obvious question arose whether the higher-order BDF formulas - when provided 

with steplength and error control as in GEARB - wouldn't be very appropriate. Consequently, we 

have decided to involve GEARB also in the numerical comparison. We applied two versions, namely 

with its order maximal 1, in which case the only scheme used is backward Euler, and with its order 

maximal 5 as we used it in Section 5.2. 
To sum up, in the remainder of the investigation we compare 4 integrators. These are 

GEARB : The code by Hindmarsh [3] using the BDF formulas with orders 1 to 5. 

GEARB 1 : The code by Hindmarsh [3] using only the 1-st order backward Euler scheme (4.1). 
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BE: Our code based on the backward Euler scheme ( 4.1 ). So BE differs from GEARB 1 in that 
we use a different local error estimator, a different stepsize change procedure and a 
different Jacobian update procedure. 

BELL: Our code based on the 2-nd order scheme (4.2). Also in this case the local error estimator 
and the various control procedures in our code are different from the ones proposed in [1]. 
This is based partly on efficiency considerations and partly on personal taste. 

For a detailed description of BE and BELL we refer to Appendix 2. Here it is enough to say that 
the estimation and .eontrol procedures built in in BE and BELL are of the sort one uses in stiff ODE 
codes. After each trial step (double step in BE) estimates ESIJ of the local truncation error for com
ponent j= 1,2, · · · ,m are computed. These values are then "normed" to obtain the estimate EST 
which is to be compared with the user supplied tolerance parameter TOL. If EST~ TOL, the step 
has been successful and the integration is continued with a possibly new value for the stepsize " and a 
possible update of the Jacobian matrix in the Newton process. Otherwise, if EST> TOL, the step is 
redone as it is customary (possibly a Jacobian update, etc.). We remark that we use the analytical 
Jacobians and the initial trial step is prescribed (in all experiments discussed below, this first trial step 
T= 10-15). 

We conclude this section with an important remark on how the component twise estimates ESIJ are 
"normed". This differs for the two ODE systems (2.9), (2.15) according to the remark made after the 
lemma in Section 1. In all 4 codes we "norm" ESIJ to the relative error expression 

EST= (J_ ~ (EST/Pj}2)112 (5.17) 
m j=I 

if we integrate (2.9), and we use the absolute L 2-norm 

EST= (J_ ~ ESTJ)112 

m j=I 
(5.18) 

if we integrate (2.15). We observe that the factor a- 1 featuring in the lemma is recovered in the 
numerical experiments (see (5.19) and Tables 5.2 - 5.5). 

NOMENCLATURE 

In the tables of result we use the following nomenclature: 

TOL: user supplied tolerance parameter 

t: output point 

cdp: - log10(maxjl(Pj(t)- PJ)I Pj(t)i) 

cdp.p: - log10(maxjj[Pj(t)-n;exp(a(<I>J-¥ij))]/ P/t)i) 

STEPS: number of accepted steps; in brackets the number of rejected steps. It is noted that one 
step with the BELL scheme (4.2) is counted as two steps in STEPS. 

Feval: number of calls of the ODE operator. 
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Jev01 : number of Jacobian matrix (in analytic form) evaluations; any evaluation is of course 

accompanied by an LU-decomposition. 

C(t): approximations for the values C(t) given by (3.3), the exact values of which were given in 

Table 5.1. 

CPU: central processor time in sec. on the CYBER 750. 

We recall that Pj(t), 'l>j(t) are the reference solutions computed by GEARB(TOL = 10- 10) on the 

non-uniform grid as discussed in Section 2. We emphasize that the number of significant digits cdp</> 

measures the accuracy obtained after a back-transformation of the computed approximation 'l>j. 

With reference to the lemma in Section l, we expect the following approximate relation between 

cdp</> and cdq, 

cdp<t>-t::::::!.Cdq, - log10 at::::::!.cdq,- l.6. (5.19) 

The tables of result in Section 5.4 indeed reveal this. 

5.4. Results in (1[;,cp) 

TABLE 5.2. Results for BELL applied to Problem II in (o/,cJ>)-formulation 

TOL t cdq, cdpq, STEPS Feva/ Jeva/ C(t)* 10-17 CPU 

10-12 2.50 0.88 20(0) 88 10 .9957 0.62 
10-11 2.48 0.92 42(0) 204 27 I.OOO 1.65 

10-2 10-10 2.90 1.30 56(0) 261 33 1.009 2.20 
10-9 3.04 1.44 62(0) 286 36 .9885 2.54 
10-8 3.62 2.03 68(0) 307 37 .4306 2.86 
10-1 4.33 2.74 100(1) 429 44 .3305 3.82 

10-12 2.98 1.39 20(0) 87 15 .9951 0.61 
10-11 3.14 1.56 46(0) 212 38 .9959 1.69 

10-3 10-10 3.36 1.77 64(0) 282 45 1.000 2.34 
10-9 3.45 l.86 74(0) 321 49 .9732 2.78 
10-8 3.95 2.36 86(0) 370 54 .4292 3.29 
10-1 4.16 2.57 108(0) 465 70 .3305 4.12 

10-12 3.55 1.96 34(0) 142 27 .9948 1.03 
10-11 3.70 2.11 84(0) 349 59 .9950 2.67 

10-4 10-10 3.94 2.36 116(0) 468 66 .9961 3.62 
10-9 4.03 2.44 138(0) 549 70 .9671 4.31 
10-s 4.36 2.78 156(0) 619 76 .4284 4.96 
10-1 5.38 3.79 184(0) 746 100 .3305 6.03 



TABLE 5.3. Results for BE applied to Problem II in (o/,</>)-formulation 

TOL t cd.p cdp.p STEPS Feval Jeval C(t)* 10- 17 CPU 
10-12 2.05 0.38 12(0) 30 4 .9786 0.24 
10-11 1.83 0.12 24(0) 62 5 .9032 0.66 

10-2 10-10 2.11 0.59 34(0) 90 6 .8874 1.03 
10-9 2.32 0.77 40(0) 105 6 .8552 1.31 
10-8 3.53 1.95 46(0) 121 7 .4298 1.61 
10-1 2.90 1.33 60(0) 174 15 .3305 2.20 
10-12 2.43 0.81 24(0) 64 2 .9883 0.47 
10:-11 2.22 0.58 60(0) 156 3 .9573 1.31 

10-3 10-10 2.49 0.93 84(0) 224 3 .9477 1.95 
10-9 2.69 1.12 102(0) 265 4 .9158 2.42 

. 10-s 3.28 1.69 114(0) 294 5 .4339 2.80 
10-1 4.17 2.59 138(2) 385 13 .3305 3.63 
10-12 2.89 1.29 64(0) 139 I .9925 1.02 
10-11 2.68 1.08 188(0) 416 2 .9820 3.19 

10-4 10-10 2.94 1.36 254(0) 562 2 .9777 4.42 
10-9 3.12 1.53 304(0) 662 2 .9460 5.33 
10-s 3.79 2.20 332(0) 728 3 .4298 5.98 
10-1 4.70 3.11 400(3) 909 6 .3305 7.40 

TABLE 5.4. Results for GEARB I applied to Problem II in (o/,</>)-formulation 

TOL t cd.p cdp.p STEPS' Feval Jeval C(t)* 10- 17 CPU 
10-12 1.78 0.32 8(0) 13 3 .9756 0.20 
10-11 l.70 -0.06 16(0) 27 6 .8713 0.48 
10-10 1.94 0.44 23(0) 36 8 .8430 0.71 

10-2 10-9 2.03 0.52 28(0) 41 10 .7664 0.93 
10-8 2.87 1.29 33(0) 46 II .4127 1.14 
10-1 overflow*) 

10-12 2.16 0.52 14(0) 26 5 .9826 0.27 
10-11 1.93 0.25 30(0) 58 9 .9216 0.65 

10-3 10-10 2.22 0.68 44(0) 73 13 .9073 0.94 
10-9 2.40 0.85 5~(0) 84 17 .8713 1.20 
10-s 3.91 2.32 63(0) 92 19 .4296 1.43 
10-1 1.97 0.47 78(0) 126 25 .3305 1.81 
10-12 2.55 0.94 31(0) 60 7 .9899 0.45 
10-11 2.34 0.71 85(0) 123 II .9672 1.01 

10-4 10-10 2.62 1.05 119(0) 157 21 .9593 1.44 
10-9 2.79 1.22 143(0) 181 29 .9256 1.81 
10-s 3.78 2.19 160(1) 202 34 .4298 2.13 
10-1 4.45 2.86 201(7) 269 40 .3305 2.68 

*> Due to divergence in the Newton process. It can easily be prevented through a 
safety check on each Newton iterant. In fact, we have built in such a check in 
BELL and BE. 
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TABLE 5.5. Results for GEARB applied to Problem II in (1/J,<J>)-formulation 

TOL t cd</> cdp</> STEPS Feval Jeva/ C(t)*l0- 17 CPU 

10-12 
10-11 

10-2 10-10 
10-9 Exactly the same results as for GEARB 1 
10-8 
10-1 

. 10-12 2.16 0.52 14(0) 26 5 .9826 0.27 
10-11 2.35 0.80 30(0) 53 7 .9827 0.62 

10-3 10-10 2.55 0.99 45(0) 70 12 .9683 0.93 
10-9 2.69 1.12 55(0) 80 15 .9241 1.17 
10-8 2.94 1.34 63(0) 89 18 .4411 1.41 
10-7 3.98 2.39 82(1) 123 24 .3305 1.82 

10-12 3.49 1.90 24(0) 42 6 .9947 0.39 
10-11 3.14 1.56 56(0) 89 9 .9947 0.88 

10-4 10-10 3.89 2.31 87(0) 120 15 .9933 1.30 
10-9 3.87 2.29 104(0) 137 18 .9618 1.61 
10-8 3.41 1.82 120(1) 159 21 .4325 1.93 
10-7 4.29 2.70 144(4) 209 24 .3305 2.41 

Inspection of Tables 5.2 - 5.5 gives rise to the following observations and conclusions: 

I. As we expected, if one works with the (o/,<J>)-formulation one looses accuracy (~1.6 digits) when 
the approximations are transformed back. This implies that the problem in (o/,<J>)-formulation 
requires a more accurate numerical solution process than the original ( 1/J,p )-formulation (see also 
the next section). 

2. When comparing the 4 codes (for problem II in {o/,<J>)-formulation) there is no doubt that 
GEARB is the most efficient one, although BELL also performs satisfactorily. The first-order 
codes BE and GEARB 1 fall behind, even in the modest accuracy range l o;;;;;cdP<I> .;;;;;2. Apparently, 
it is advantageous here to use higher-order formulas (in GEARB the order ranges from I to 5). 

3. BELL integrates quite accurately when taking into account that its underlying RK integration 
formula (4.2) is only of 2-nd order (and L-stable [l]). Yet GEARB is more efficient due to its 
higher-order formulas. It is likely that our implementation of BELL can be improved a little (see 

also Section 5.5). However, we don't think it can be made faster than GEARB. 
4. Observe that, as expected, the accuracy of the C(t)-values (compare with the exact values in 

Table 5.1) is of the same level as those of P. 
We have repeated the experiments for the problems III, IV and came to the same conclusions as for 

problem II. To save space, the tables of results for problem III and IV are therefore omitted. 

5.5. Intermezzo on BELL 
Before continuing with our results in the (o/,p )-formulation, where we deal with a constant coefficient 

linear ODE problem, we wish to draw attention to a phenomenon which has to do with the numerical 

solution of the implicit algebraic equations and with the stability of the code for nonlinear problems. 
We confine ourselves to BELL since the phenomenon did not tum up with the other codes. 

The phenomenon is best illustrated from Table 5.6 which shows results of BELL, applied to 
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problem II in (ifl,lf>)-formulation for TOL = 10-3, using 4 criteria for acceptance of the Newton 
iterants. In the code the acceptance criterion is 

max I Newton correction for compone.nt j I< TOL!f (5.20) 
j current value of component J 

where f is a parameter which in Table 5.6 takes on the values f= 10, 100,400, 1000. Thus the larger f, 
the more stringent is the acceptance criterion. 

TOL!f 

TOL/10 

TOL/100 

TOL/400 

TOL/1000 

TABLE 5.6. Performance of BELL for different values off, 
applied to Problem II in (i[l,1[>)-formulation TOL = 10-3 • 

t cdq, cdpq, STEPS Feval f eval C(t)* 10-11 

10-12 2.99 1.39 20(0) 63 2 .9951 
10-11 3.14 1.55 46(0) 155 4 .9962 
10-10 3.37 1.78 64(0) 211 5 I.OOO 
10-9 3.45 1.86 76(0) 249 5 .9740 
10-s 4.13 2.55 108(1) 309 6 .4287 
10-1 4.80 3.22 1474(12) 3461 8 .3305 

10-12 2.98 1.39 20(0) 79 13 .9951 
10-11 3.14 1.56 46(0) 190 29 .9959 
10-10 3.37 1.78 64(0) 256 32 .9999 
10-9 3.45 1.86 74(0) 293 34 .9732 
10-s 4.06 2.48 86(0) 332 36 .4289 
10-1 4.82 3.23 442(10) 1192 39 .3305 

10-12 2.98 1.39 20(0) 87 15 .9951 
10-11 3.14 1.56 46(0) 210 38 .9959 
10-10 3.36 1.77 64(0) 280 45 I.OOO 
10-9 3.45 1.86 74(0) 319 49 .9732 
10-s 4.02 2.44 86(0) 363 51 .4290 
10-7 3.44 1.85 114(1) 490 66 .3305 

10-12 2.98 1.39 20(0) 93 15 .9951 
10-11 3.14 1.56 46(0) 227 41 .9959 
10-10 3.36 1.77 64(0) 302 51 I.OOO 
10-9 3.45 1.86 74(0) 342 56 .9732 
10-s 3.92 2.34 84(0) 383 60 .4292 
10-1 4.44 2.85 108(1) 508 81 .3305 

CPU 

.42 
1.19 
1.73 
2.13 
2.65 

21.37 

.58 
1.53 
2.12 
2.53 
2.96 
8.40 

.64 
1.72 
2.36 
2.79 
3.22 
4.23 

.67 
1.82 
2.51 
2.93 
3.36 
4.37 

We see in Table 5.6 that up to and including t = 10-s the variation in f does have hardly any 
influence. However, for the interval 10-s .;;;;;t..;; 10-1 , the value of f plays a significant role. For 
example, for f= 10 BELL needs 1474-108= 1366 steps on this interval, but only 108-84=24 for 
f= 1000. If we count the number of evaluations of the Jacobian, we observe the reverse. For 
f= 1000,J evat is much larger than for f = 10. Here lies the explanation for the difference in perfor
mance when f varies. For f large, at each step the implicitly defined approximations Yn+y•Yn +I are 
more or less exactly determined which is obviously not true if f is small. Apparently, the BELL for
mula itself (the case f= 1000, say) has no difficulties with the problem. It yields an accurate result 
using only 54 full steps. The effect of using a too small value for f, e.q. f= 10 or f= 100, is that the 
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code carries out only a very few Jacobian updates and Newton iterations per RK stage (on the aver
age approximately 2 for f= 10, 100) which in turn forces the code to integrate with smaller values for 
.,. than necessary. The issue at hand is that in these circumstances the stability in time of the accepted 
Newton iterants for the RK scheme (4.2) bounds the steplength through the stepsize and local error 
control mechanism. So, although the scheme (4.2) itself is all right here as is illustrated for f= 1000, 
when implemented and applied to a nonlinear problem its stability may deteriorate. We believe that 
the source of the difficulties lies with the trapezoidal rule in ( 4.2) and that the above phenomenon is 
related to the notion of internal stability in RUNGE-KUITA-ROSENBROCK methods ([2]. Ch.9; See in 
particular Section 9.4. The interested reader should also read the experiment with the RK code 
STRIDE pp. 182-183 in [2] where a behaviour similar to the one here is discussed). 

Finally we remark that on the basis of the experiences reported in this section, we decided to put f 
equal to 500 in the experiments of Table 5.2. 

5.6. Results in (lf;,p) 

TABLE 5.7. Results for BELL applied to Problem II in (o/,p)-formulation 

TOL t cdp STEPS Feva/ Jeva/ C(t)* 10-17 CPU 

10-12 1.59 34(0) 52 1 .9946 0.23 
10-11 1.36 90(0) 136 I .9946 0.76 
10-10 2.78 118(0) 178 l .9946 1.11 

10-2 10-9 2.82 136(0) 205 1 .9649 1.41 
10-s 2.04 158(0) 238 1 .4275 1.71 
10-7 0.94 322(0) 484 1 .3305 2.72 
10-12 2.19 62(0) 94 I .9946 0.40 
10-11 2.00 176(0) 265 I .9946 1.26 
10-JO 3.39 230(0) 346 I .9946 1.77 

10-3 10-9 3.43 268(0) 403 I .9648 2.19 
10-s 2.69 314(0) 472 I .4278 2.65 
10-1 1.57 658(0) 988 I .3305 5.07 
10-12 2.82 124(0) 187 1 .9946 0.83 
10-11 2.65 366(0) 550 1 .9946 2.47 

10-4 10-10 4.02 476(0) 715 1 .9946 3.37 
10-9 4.05 554(0) 832 I .9648 4.06 
10-s 3.35 648(0) 973 1 .4278 4.81 
10-1 2.23 1384(0) 2077 1 .3305 9.76 



TABLE 5.8. Results for BE applied to Problem II in (1/;,p )-formulation 

TOL t cdp STEPS Feval Jeval C(t)*l0-17 CPU 

10-12 0.71 58(0) 58 1 .9946 0.37 
10-11 0.54 174(0) 174 1 .9946 1.23 

10-2 10-10 1.89 226(0) 226 1 .9946 1.74 
10-9 1.94 262(0) 262 1 .9638 2.16 
10-8 1.16 318(0) 318 1 .4318 2.69 
10-1 -0.06 794(0) 794 1 .3305 5.88 

10-12 1.21 172(0) 172 1 .9946 1.11 
10-11 1.10 540(0) 540 1 .9946 3.39 

10-3 10-10 2.36 686(0) 686 1 .9946 4.49 
10-9 2.41 796(0) 796 1 .9648 5.36 
10-8 1.66 964(0) 964 1 .4278 6.57 
10-1 0.55 2470(0) 2470 1 .3305 16.37 

10-12 1.71 536(0) 536 1 .9946 3.40 
10-11 1.62 1700(0) 1700 1 .9946 10.19 

10-4 10-10 2.84 2146(0) 2146 1 .9946 13.19 
10-9 2.90 2486(0) 2486 1 .9646 15.54 
10-8 2.16 3014(0) 3014 1 .4283 18.93 
10-1 1.08 7774(0) 7774 1 .3305 49.49 

TABLE 5.9. Results for GEARB 1 applied to Problem II in (1/1,p )-formulation 

TOL*> t cdp STEPS Feval Jeval C(t)* 10-17 CPU 

10-12 0.86 79(0) 114 5 .9946 0.43 
10-11 0.70 242(0) 280 14 .9946 1.27 
10-10 2.01 312(0) 350 27 .9946 1.78 

10-3 10-9 2.06 362(0) 400 35 .9640 2.21 
10-8 1.29 435(0) 473 40 .4308 2.69 
10-1 0.10 1069(0) 1107 72 .3305 5.43 

10-12 1.36 239(0) 274 13 .9946 1.08 
10-11 1.25 749(0) 787 39 .9946 3.30 

10-4 10-10 2.51 961(0) 999 51 .9946 4.32 
10-9 2.57 1120(0) 1158 59 .9645 5.14 
10-8 1.80 1353(0) 1391 71 .4288 6.23 
10-7 0.70 3402(0) 3440 173 .3305 14.57 

10-12 1.86 759(1) 795 41 .9946 3.16 
10-11 1.78 2420(1) 2458 124 .9946 9.98 

10-s 10-10 2.99 3049(1) 3087 156 .9946 12.63 
10-9 3.05 3528(1) 3566 180 .9647 14.74 
10-8 2.32 4292(1) 4330 218 .4281 17.96 
10-1 1.25 11204(1) 11242 563 .3305 45.69 

*) In the run with TOL= 10-2 ,GEARB 1 failed. Therefore, we choose 
TOL= 10-3, 10-4, 10-5 • 
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TABLE 5.10. Results for GEARB applied to Problem II in (i/l,p)-formulation 

TOL t cdP STEPS Feval Jeval C(t)* 10-17 CPU 

10-12 0.85 24(0) 45 5 .9946 0.20 
10-11 1.15 62(0) 98 9 .9946 0.64 
10-10 2.19 87(0) 123 14 .9946 0.96 

10-2 10-9 2.22 103(0) 139 18 .9652 1.23 
10-s 2.79 119(0) 157 21 .4274 1.50 
10-7 0.83 190(3) 248 26 .3305 2.17 

10-12 1.90 35(0} 64 6 .9946 0.30 
10-11 2.42 88(0) 122 II .9946 0.80 

10-3 10-10 3.21 129(0) 164 17 .9946 1.24 
10-9 3.27 154(0) 189 22 .9647 1.56 
10-s 3.10 178(0} 214 26 .4279 1.87 
10-1 1.44 274(8) 336 34 .3305 2.76 

10-12 3.05 50(0} 80 6 .9946 0.39 
10-11 2.91 117(0} 159 II .9946 1.04 

10-4 10-10 4.20 170(0} 216 19 .9946 1.58 w-9 4.15 202(0) 248 24 .9648 1.96 
10-s 4.68 233(0} 280 28 .4279 2.34 
10-1 2.21 342(0) 393 34 .3305 3.24 

Before discussing the Tables 5.7 - 5.10, a few comments are in order. Since the problem in P
variable is linear (see (2.9)), we now have to solve, in all 4 codes, linear systems of algebraic equations 
of the same generic form, instead of the nonlinear systems which arise in the integration of (2.15). 
For example, one step of the backward Euler scheme (4.1) applied to (2.9) gives rise to the linear sys
tem 

(5.21) 

Consequently, during the integration process no reevaluations of the Jacobian matrix are necessary 
and, once I-TA has been LU-decomposed, one integration step only rosts a forward-backward solve. 
The LU-decomposition has to be done at the start of the process and any time T changes. Our 
housemade codes BE and BELL were applied this way, but not GEARB I and GEARB (there is no 
facility for distinguishing linear and nonlinear problems; although it is easy to built in we decided to 
leave this undone, just for convenience). Consequently, in the comparison, this merely technical point 
has to be reckoned with. 

Inspection of Tables 5.7 - 5.10 leads us to the following observations and conclusions: 
I. As in the (lfl,cp)-formulation GEARB is again the most efficient code for the present problem. BE 

and GEARB I, the first-order codes, clearly fall behind. Again we see that the 2-nd order BELL 
code performs satisfactorily. However, it cannot compete with GEARB which is faster for a 
required level of accuracy. So again we may conclude that the use of higher-order formulas is 
beneficial here. 

2. In all runs we observe a drop in accuracy at the final subinterval. This is caused by the internal 
layer in time (see Fig. 5.1). Recall that in the (lfl,cp)-formulation this drop in accuracy does not 
occur (see also the next section). 

3. Comparison of the total charge values C(t) with those of Table 5.1 reveals that if we work in P-
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variable, C(t) is computed very accurately and, in general, significantly more accurately than P 
itself. This is due to the fact that the accuracy by which Pj,)>2, is computed, has no influence. 
Solely the error in P7 as an approximation for P 1 (tn) and the discretization error of the integra
tion formulas, when applied to (3.8), determine the error in the total charge values (see Appendix 
3 for an explanation). Apparently, both these errors are small. 

4. When we compare the performances of BE and GEARB l, e.g. for respectively TOL = 10-4 and 
TOL = 10-5, we see that the CPU time of BE is larger than that of GEARB l, whereas the 
number of steps taken by BE is significantly smaller. The explanation lies in the stepsize control 
implemented in BE. Within the layer, the changes in T are extremely small so that one can say 
that BE resolves the layer using almost constant stepsizes. However, any change of T in BE 
involves an LU-decomposition of the matrix in {5.21). The code has not been protected to omit 
too small changes in T so as to reduce the number of decompositions. This explain the 
discrepancy in the CPU times of GEARB 1 and BE. Finally, the CPU times for BELL are also 
influenced negatively, because BELL uses the same strategy as BE. However, our conclusion 1 
remains unchanged. 

Like in the previous section, we have repeated all experiments for problems III and IV. It turned out 
that the conclusions above remain unchanged. In order to save space we omit the tables of result. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

With reference to Section 4 and Section 5.3 - where we decided to implement stepsize and local error 
control and to test also GEARB I and GEARB - we finish our report with the following conclusions 
and suggestions. 

Concerning the integrators: 

1. For the present set of test problems the code GEARB is to be preferred to the housemade code 
BELL based on the 2-nd order RK formula (4.2), while the first-order codes BE and GEARB I 
cannot compete to both GEARB and BELL. It is fair to say, however, that the non-optimized 
code BELL performs satisfactorily on these difficult problems. GEARB is very clearly benefited 
by its higher-order formulas (order 1-5) and thus is faster, for a certain level of accuracy, than 
BELL. This conclusion is valid for both the (tf;,cf>) and the (tf;,p )-formulation, not only in the high 
accuracy range, but also if one is satisfied with a moderate accuracy of 1 % to 10%, say. 

2: A side conclusion derived from conclusion 1 is that the application of higher-order time integra
tion formulas is advantageous for the present ODE problem. We remark this since in the numeri
cal solution of time-dependent PDEs the order in time of most of the popular schemes is equal to 
two. 

3. Another side conclusion is that the method of lines approach, which enables us to use sophisti
cated stiff ODE codes, proves to be very useful here. 

The (tf;,p) versus the (tf;,cf>)-formulation: 

To begin with we recall that the number of significant digits cdP in Tables 5.7 - 5. lO must be com
pared to the number cdpcp in Tables 5.2 - 5.5. The numbers cdpcp were computed after the back
transformation {<I>~P) which entails a loss of approximately 1.6 digits (cf. the end of Section 5.3). 
This partially explains why for a chosen value of TOL for all integrators cdpcp is mostly much smaller 
than cdp. 

1. The effect of the transformation differs per time interval. The reduction in cdP due to the sharp 
layer at the end of the integration interval, is not seen in cdpcp (compare Tables 5.2, 5.7 (BELL) 
and 5.5, 5.10 (GEARB)). This is a clear advantage of using the <I>-variable. On the other hand, for 
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the initial part of the interval the P-variable is more attractive. When we consider the whole 
integration interval we see that working in <P requires much less integration steps than in P. 

2. With respect to the accuracy of the quantity C(t), it is evident that working in P is to be pre
ferred (see also point 3 at the end of Section 5.6). However, a word of warning is in order here. 
High accuracy in C(t) may be misleading in the sense that it gives no guarantee for the accuracy 
of P. For example, in Table 5.8 we observe a nearly exact approximation to C(l0-7 ) for 
TOL = 10-2 , whereas the corresponding error in P is about 100%. 

3. The advantage of a higher-order code, like GEARB, is that if TOL is decreased, the CPU time 
does not increase too much. Bearing this in mind, it is attractive to run the transformed problem 
(2.15) with a small value of TOL, since this yields the best overall accuracy (compare Table 5.5, 
TOL = 10-4 to Table 5.10). Of course, the same argument applies to the untransformed problem 
(2.9). However, here the drop in accuracy near the time layer remains quite large (see Table 5.10). 

Final conclusion and some suggestions for further research: 

For the present set of test problems the code GEARB is very suitable and faster than the other codes 
considered in this report. The question whether the (i.[t,p) or the (i./t,</>)-formulation is to be preferred is 
difficult to answer since here the accuracy in C(t) has to be taken into account. Clearly, integrating 
in <P-variable is attractive but yields larger errors in C(t). The original (i.[t,p)-formulation would cer
tainly become more attractive if the code could be protected against the drop in accuracy in the layer, 
without abandoning too much of its speed. Another idea is to develop a technique for correcting for 
the loss of accuracy in C(t) when integrating in <P-variable (cf. point 3 of Section 4). These two 
points could be the subject of further research. Finally, of greatest interest is to find out to which 
extent our experiences on the model problem ( 1.1) carry over to realistic semi-conductor problems. 
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APPENDIX l. THE NON-UNIFORM GRID ASSOCIATED TO THE SEMI-DISCRETIZATIONS (2.9), (2.15). 

I X(I) 
0 0. 
1 .5842104656E-05 
2 .1168420931E-04 
3 .1752631397E-04 
4 .2336841863E-04 
5 .2921052328E-04 
6 .3505262794E-04 
7 .4089473259E-04 
8 .4673683725E-04 
9 .5257894191E-04 

10 .5842104656E-04 
11 .6426315122E-04 
12 .7010525588E-04 
13 .7594736053E-04 
14 .8178946519E-04 
15 .8763156985£-04 
16 .9347367450£-04 
17 .9931577916£-04 
18 .1051578838E-03 
19 . l 109999885E-03 
20 .116842093 lE-03 
21 .1226841978E-03 
22 .1285263024E-03 
23 .134368407 lE-03 
24 .1402105118E-03 
25 .1460526164E-03 
26 .1521832804E-03 
27 .1601531436E-03 
28 . l 705139658E-03 
29 .1839830346E-03 
30 .2014928240E-03 
31 .2242555503E-03 
32 .2470182765E-03 
33 .2645280660E-03 
34 .2779971348E-03 
35 .2883579569E-03 
36 .2963278201 E-03 
37 .3024584841E-03 
38 .3071743795E-03 
39 .3l14615571E-03 
40 .3153589913E-03 
41 .3189021133E-03 
42 .3221231333E-03 
43 .3250513333E-03 
44 .3277133333E-03 
45 .3301333333£-03 
46 .3323333333£-03 
47 .3343333333E-03 
48 .3365333333£-03 

H(I) 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656£-05 
.8542104656£-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656£-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656£-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656£-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656£-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.5842104656E-05 
.6130663997£-05 
. 7969863196E-05 
.1036082215E-04 
. l 346906880E-04 
.1750978944£-04 
.2276272627E-04 
.2276272627E-04 
. l 750978944E-04 
.1346906880E-04 
.1036082215E-04 
. 7969863196£-05 
.6 l 30663997E~o5 
.4715895382E-05 
.4287177620E-05 
.3897434200E-05 
.3543122000E-05 
.3221020000E-05 
.2928200000E-05 
.2662000000E-05 
.2420000000E-05 
.2200000000£-05 
.2000000000£-05 
.2200000000E-05 
.2420000000E-05 

27 
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49 .3389533333£-03 .2662000000E-05 
50 .3416153333£-03 .2928200000£-05 
51 .3445435333£-03 .3221020000E-05 
52 .3477645533£-03 .3543122000£-05 
53 .3513076753£-03 .3897434200£-05 
54 .3552051095£-03 .4287177620£-05 
55 .3594922872£-03 .4715895382£-05 
56 .3642081825£-03 .6602253535£-05 
57 .370810436 IE-03 .9243154949£-05 
58 .380053591 OE-03 .1294041693£-04 
59 .3929940079£-03 .1811658370£-04 
60 .41ll105916E-03 .1811658370£-04 
61 .4292271753£-03 .1294041693£-04 
62 .4421675923£-03 .9243154949£-05 
63 .4514107472£-03 .6602253535£-05 
64 .4580130008£-03 .5998142749£-05 
65 .4640111435£-03 .5998142749£-05 
66 .4700092863£-03 .5998142749£-05 
67 .4760074290£-03 .5998142749£-05 
68 .4820055718£-03 .5998142749£-05 
69 .4880037145£-03 .5998142749£-05 
70 .4940018573£-03 .5998142749£-05 
71 .5000000000E-03 .59981427 49E-05 
72 .5059981427£-03 .5998142749£-05 
73 .5119962855£-03 .5998142749£-05 
74 .5179944282£-03 .5998142749£-05 
75 .5239925710£-03 .5998142749£-05 
76 .5299907137£-03 .5998142749£-05 
77 .5359888565£-03 .5998142749£-05 
78 .5419869992£-03 .6602253535£-05 
79 .5485892528£-03 .9243154949£-05 
80 .5578324077£-03 .1294041693£-04 
81 .5707728247£-03 .1811658370£-04 
82 .5888894084£-03 .1811658370£-04 
83 .6070059921 E-03 .1294041693£-04 
84 .6199464090£-03 .9243154949£-05 
85 .6291895639£-03 .6602253535£-05 
86 .6357918175£-03 .4715895382£-05 
87 .6405077128£-03 .4287177620£-05 
88 .6447948905£-03 .3897434200£-05 
89 .6486923247£-03 .3543122000£-05 
90 .6522354467£-03 .3221020000£-05 
91 .6554564667£-03 .2928200000£-05 
92 .6583846667£-03 .2662000000E-05 
93 .6610466667£-03 .2420000000E-05 
94 .6634666667£-03 .2200000000£-05 
95 .6656666667£-03 .2000000000£-05 
96 .6676666667£-03 .2200000000£-05 
97 .6698666667£-03 .2420000000E-05 
98 .6722866667£-03 .2662000000E-05 
99 .6749486667£-03 .2928200000£-05 
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100 .6778768667E-03 .3221020000E-05 
101 .6810978867E-03 .3543 l 22000E-05 
102 .6846410087E-03 .3897434200E-05 
103 .6885384429E-03 .4287177620E-05 
104 .6928256205E-03 .47 l 5895382E-05 
105 .6975415159E-03 .6 l 30663997E-05 
106 . 703672 l 799E-03 . 7969863 l 96E-05 
107 .7116420431E-03 .1036082215E-04 
108 . 7220028652E-03 . l 346906880E-04 
109 .7354719340E-03 .1750978944E-04 
110 .7529817235E-03 .2276272627E-04 
111 .7757444497E-03 .2276272627E-04 
112 .798507176QE-03 . l 750978944E-04 
113 .8160 l 69654E-03 .1346906880E-04 
114 .8294860342E-03 .1036082215E-04 
115 .8398468564E-03 .7969863196E-05 
116 .8478167196E-03 .6130663997E-05 
117 .8539473836E-03 .4868420547E-05 
118 .8588158041 E-03 .4868420547E-05 
119 .8636842247E-03 .4868420547E-05 
120 .8685526452E-03 .4868420547E-05 
121 .8734210658E-03 .4868420547E-05 
122 .8782894863E-03 .4868420547E-05 
123 .883 l 579069E-03 .4868420547E-05 
124 .8880263274E-03 .4868420547E-05 
125 .8928947480E-03 .4868420547E-05 
126 .8977631685E-03 .4868420547E-05 
127 .9026315891E-03 .4868420547E-05 
128 .9075000096E-03 .4868420547E-05 
129 .9123684302E-03 .4868420547E-05 
130 .9 l 72368507E-03 .4868420547E-05 
131 .9221052712E-03 .4868420547E-05 
132 .9269736918E-03 .4868420547E-05 
133 .9318421123E-03 .4868420547E-05 
134 .9367105329E-03 .4868420547E-05 
135 .9415789534E-03 .4868420547E-05 
136 .9464473740E-03 .4868420547E-05 
137 .95 l 3 l 57945E-03 .4868420547E-05 
138 .9561842151E-03 .4868420547E-05 
139 .9610526356E-03 .4868420547E-05 
140 .9659210562E-03 .4868420547E-05 
141 .9707894767E-03 .4868420547E-05 
142 .9756578973E-03 .4868420547E-05 
143 .9805263 l 78E-03 .4868420547E-05 
144 .9853947384E-03 .4868420547E-05 
145 .990263 l 589E-03 .4868420547E-05 
146 .9951315795E-03 .4868420547E-05 
147 . lOOOOOOOOOE-02 
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APPENDIX 2. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHODS 

A.2.1. The Backward Euler method 
Consider the differential equation 

y(t) = f(t,y(t)), (A.2.1) 

where y may stand for either P or <l>. In the following we describe the strategy used to solve this 
equation by the backward Euler method with variable stepsizes. The tolerance TOL determines the 
local accuracy of the time integration. 

Suppose the approximation yn to y(tn) has been computed already. We then perform the two steps 

yn+I ·= Yn + T/(tn+i.Yn+l), 

yn+2 = yn+I + Tf(tn+ 2,yn+2), 

(A2.2) 

(A2.3) 

after which we estimate the local truncation error, check whether it is sufficiently small, and calculate 
a new stepsize T. 

To perform the two steps (A2.2), (A2.3) we have to solve twice an algebraic system of the form 

Y = Y + Tj(t,y) (A2.4) 

with unknown y. In the (o/,p )-formulation (A2.4) is a linear system. In the (i/1,4>)-formulation the func
tion f is nonlinear, and then the systems are solved by the modified Newton scheme 

Yj+1 = Yj + b.Yj, b.Yj = (l-TJ)- 1(-Yj+y+Tj(l,Yj)) (A2.5) 

for j=O, l, · · ·. The starting vector Y0 is found bf, linear extrapolation of the two most current yk 
vectors. The matrix J is a Jacobian matrix f'(tk,y ) which is held fixed as long as the Newton pro
cess converges. Initially, at n=O, we put J=f'(t 0 ,y0 ) and Y 0 =y0

• If llb.Yjll 00 :s;;;I/IO TOL with 
O:s;;;j.;;;;2 we consider the Newton iteration to be converged and y = Yj+ 1 is accepted. Otherwise, if j 
becomes larger than 2, we restart the iteration with a new Jacobian J = f'(tn,yn) and with Yo equal to 
the last computed Yj. (To avoid overflow the same is done if llb.Yjll 00 >10). If we still obtain no 
convergence with this new Jacobian the current stepsize T is decreased by a factor 10 and (A2.2), 
(A2.3) are computed again with this new stepsize. All arising linear systems of algebraic equations are 
solved by the NAG routines F01LEF (factorization) and F04LEF (forward-backward substitutions). 

Now having computed the approximations yn + 1 ,yn +2 to y(t) at tn + 1 = tn +T,tn +2 = tn + 2T we esti
mate the error in the L 2-norm. The local truncation error of Euler's method is proportional to 
7-2 l[y"(t)ll +O(-r3). Therefore the quantity 

EST= l[yn-2yn+1 + yn+211 

is a good measure for this local error. Moreover no extra computations are involved since yn ,yn + 1 

andyn+2 are known. If 

EST.;;;; TOL 

the steps (A2.2), (A2.3) are accepted, otherwise rejected. Our aim is to get EST near TOL. This 
would happen (approximately) with the stepsize Tnew =[TOLi EST]'h.T. Instead we take 

'Tnew = q([TOL/ EST]'h.)'T 

with q the piecewise linear function 



q(s) 

0.8 

519 

0.1 

0.18. 413 
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This q has been chosen so as to avoid unnecessary changes in the stepsize. (Each new stepsize requires 
a new factorization of /-,,.J). Moreover the rate of change is bounded to avoid instabilities, and the 
new stepsize is a bit pessimistic to increase the chance that the next steps are accepted. With this new 
stepsize we compute yn + 3 ,yn +4 if the last step has been accepted, and yn + 1 ,yn + 2 if it was rejected. 

The above error control is based on absolute errors, suited for the (l{l,cf>)-formulation. In the (lf;,p)
formulation the Newton correction al) and EST are treated in a relative sense (cf. (5.17)). 

A2.2. The BELL-scheme 
The diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta method given by (4.2) is implemented in a similar way as the 
backward Euler method. Instead of (A2.2), (A2.3) we now perform the steps 

I I 
yn+y = yn + 2'YT/(tn,yn) + 2'Y'T'f(tn+y•Yn+y)' (A2.6) 

-1 (y-1)2 v-1 
Yn +I = Yn +y + Yn + -'---=-Tj(tn + i.Yn +I) . (A2.7) 

y(y-2) y(y-2) y-2 

The algebraic systems to be solved have again the form (A2.4) and we solve them as with the back

ward Euler method, except for the stopping criterion llaljll 00 .;;;;; 1~ TOL, which was replaced by 

llaljll 00 .;;;;; 5~0 TOL (see section 5.5). 

The local truncation error of this method is given by 

c,,.J1ty"'(t)ll + o(,,.4), c = (3y2 -4r+2)/(12(r-2)). 

This is estimated by 

EST= 3y2-4y+2 ll2yn + Tj(tn,yn)-2yn+I + 'T'f(tn+J.Yn+l)ll 
6y(y- l) 

and we obtain a new stepsize by 

'rnew = q([TOLI EST]1 13 )'T' ' 

with q as before. The other aspects of the implementation are the same as with the backward Euler 
method. 
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APPENDIX 3. ON THE ACCURACY OF THE TOTAL CHARGE VALUES C(t) 
Consider equation (3.3). From this equation the total charge values are obtained after substitution of 
the approximations PJ, i.e., 

m h·+h· I 
en = ~ ( 1 r ) PJ . (A3. l) 

j=I 2 

Suppose that PJ is computed by integrating (2.9) with the backward Euler rule (same arguments 
apply to the other integration formulas). Then, like in the derivation of (3.4), (3.8) from (3.3), we find 

cn+l _cn m h·+h·-1 pf!+l _pf! 
---- = ~ ( 1 1 ) 1 1 (A3.2) 

'T j=I 2 T 

m 

~ (Ajj-1 PJ~l +Ajj PJ+ 1 +Ajj+I PJtl) 
j=I 

= _-1!:_ (P7+1 - pg+I)' 
ah 0 

which is the backward Euler discretization of the differential equation (3.8). Consequently, one can 
say that even when (A3. l) is used for output, that the error in C has two sources, namely the time 
error in P 1 and the discretization error of the backward Euler rule for the differential equation (3.8). 
Apparently, both errors are small in the experiments corresponding to the Tables 5.6 - 5.9. 


